
ScotlandScotlandScotlandScotland’’’’s s s s criminal justice systemcriminal justice systemcriminal justice systemcriminal justice system needs to take needs to take needs to take needs to take 
action on speech, language and communication action on speech, language and communication action on speech, language and communication action on speech, language and communication 

needsneedsneedsneeds



A person has A person has A person has A person has 

� Difficulty understandingunderstandingunderstandingunderstanding the spoken or written 
word or other non-verbal communication

� Difficulty expressingexpressingexpressingexpressing themselves through speech, 
writing or other non-verbal communication. 

� Difficulty with language function language function language function language function – they can’t get 
over all they want to get over in a meaningful and 
/ or socially acceptable way 

� Difficulty interactinginteractinginteractinginteracting with others in socially 
acceptable ways.



� Can be Can be Can be Can be ““““invisibleinvisibleinvisibleinvisible””””

� Can be Can be Can be Can be ““““maskedmaskedmaskedmasked””””

� Can look like and be labelled as behaviour Can look like and be labelled as behaviour Can look like and be labelled as behaviour Can look like and be labelled as behaviour 
problems problems problems problems –––– which are in fact a symptomwhich are in fact a symptomwhich are in fact a symptomwhich are in fact a symptom

� Identified as literacy difficulties  ... related Identified as literacy difficulties  ... related Identified as literacy difficulties  ... related Identified as literacy difficulties  ... related 
but not the samebut not the samebut not the samebut not the same

� Current screening not picking SLCN upCurrent screening not picking SLCN upCurrent screening not picking SLCN upCurrent screening not picking SLCN up



childhood disadvantage; “punch 
drunk”; brain damage due 

addictions; learning disability; 
autistic spectrum disorder; mental 

illness; head and neck cancers; 
stammering; hearing or visual 

impairment; stroke…
Estimated 250,000 Scots



“...by age three, there was a “30 million 
word gap” between the linguistic 
exposure of children in the poor 

households and that typically 
experienced by children in wealthier 

households. “

USA study, 2003



...8.5% of the general population experience 
traumatic brain injury compared to 

60.25% prevalence of Traumatic Brain Injury in 
the overall offender population

(Statistical Review, 2010)



� 20-30% of offenders have learning difficulties 
compared to 2% of general population

� Estimated 50-90% of people with learning 
difficulties also have communication 

impairment.  



General Population:General Population:General Population:General Population:

5555----7% 7% 7% 7% of children and young people have SLCN

1 1 1 1 ----2% 2% 2% 2% of the population have severe SLCN 

20% 20% 20% 20% may experience difficulties at some point



NOT WHO HAS but WHO HASNNOT WHO HAS but WHO HASNNOT WHO HAS but WHO HASNNOT WHO HAS but WHO HASN’’’’T?T?T?T?

Over 60% Over 60% Over 60% Over 60% in the CJS have SLCN , 

46464646----67% 67% 67% 67% of these poor or very poor skills

74%74%74%74% accessing youth offending  team

65%65%65%65% of young people accessing Intensive 
Supervision and Surveillance Programme -

20%20%20%20% ‘severely delayed’



� Behind criminal / challenging behaviour in 
the first place  

� More likely to be a victim

� Barrier to  effective and equal justice

� Barrier to routes out of offending

... at a huge cost to all



“I couldn’t really control how I spoke and some 
people made an issue of that. It made people 
think you were weak and I ended up lashing 
out.”



There is a mismatch between the demands of programmes and 
skills level of offenders particularly speaking and listening 

skills (Home Office, 2009)

40% of young offenders are likely to find it difficult to benefit 
from verbally mediated interventions (Bryan 2004). 

33 – 66% of offenders have speaking and listening skills below 
level  required to access education and  anger, drug 

rehabilitation programmes (Davis et al 2004) 





Reaches everyone without need to first ID SLCNReaches everyone without need to first ID SLCNReaches everyone without need to first ID SLCNReaches everyone without need to first ID SLCN

DoesnDoesnDoesnDoesn’’’’t have to be complicated or expensivet have to be complicated or expensivet have to be complicated or expensivet have to be complicated or expensive

Outcomes:

� Raising awareness  

� Reliably identify SLC need

� Quality “Inclusive Communication” practice. -
skills and resources to respond to SLCN 
24/7....



Court Summons (1)

You are summoned to appear in Edinburgh 
Sheriff Court  at 0900 on Wednesday 22nd

March as a witness to the case XX^%%&&*& 
brought by James Urquhart against  Fiona 
Bell. 

It is a criminal offence under the Criminal 
procedures Act (1902) (Scotland) not to 
attend court without good reason



Court Summons (2)
You are summoned to appear in Edinburgh 
Sheriff Court  at 0900 on Wednesday 22nd

March as a witness to the case XX^%%&&*& 
brought by James Urquhart against  Fiona 
Bell. 

It is a criminal offence under the Criminal 
procedures Act (1902) (Scotland) not to 
attend court without good reason



Reaches people with known or high risk of Reaches people with known or high risk of Reaches people with known or high risk of Reaches people with known or high risk of 
SLCNSLCNSLCNSLCN

SLT assessment of individuals SLCN SLT assessment of individuals SLCN SLT assessment of individuals SLCN SLT assessment of individuals SLCN 
Enhanced  SLC support where it is neededEnhanced  SLC support where it is neededEnhanced  SLC support where it is neededEnhanced  SLC support where it is needed

Outcome:Outcome:Outcome:Outcome:
� Getting and sustaining engagement with and 

access to the CJS process, rehabilitation 
programmes

� Improving key relationships. 



Example:Example:Example:Example:

� Training and support  to rehabilitation 
programme providers to adapt programmes 
and services for known AND unidentified SLC 
needs

� Development and sharing of SLCN adapted 
materials on line



Detailed SLT assessment and work on the SLC Detailed SLT assessment and work on the SLC Detailed SLT assessment and work on the SLC Detailed SLT assessment and work on the SLC 
impairment with the individual or groups impairment with the individual or groups impairment with the individual or groups impairment with the individual or groups 

Outcomes (for example):Outcomes (for example):Outcomes (for example):Outcomes (for example):

� Individual gains improved insight in to difficulties 
and reasons for difficulties with learning, 
relationships etc. 

� Improved SLC skills and competences to deal 
with social interaction; challenges etc. 

� Individualised guidance, training and support to 
staff  and families working and living with 
person. 



�Detailed SLT specialist assessment, report Detailed SLT specialist assessment, report Detailed SLT specialist assessment, report Detailed SLT specialist assessment, report 
and guidanceand guidanceand guidanceand guidance

�Direct Speech and Language Therapy Direct Speech and Language Therapy Direct Speech and Language Therapy Direct Speech and Language Therapy to 
those that can benefit

�Specialist Programmes focussing on SLCN Specialist Programmes focussing on SLCN Specialist Programmes focussing on SLCN Specialist Programmes focussing on SLCN 
delivered via those living and working with 
the person (Indirect SLT)



� ”I culd hardly remember stuff that I was 
doing.. I didn’t really communicate with 
people that I didn’t know cause I didn’t feel 
comfortabl. But since I have worked with [SLT] 
things have changed. Plus (SLT)helped me to 
read and write better and helped me a lot 
with my spelling and remembering things... I 
got a better understanding of how to doo my 
work for my programmes.. Plus I culd help my 
kid with his school work.



� “It took time, but I learned to be calmer and 
learned how to know when to talk – when it is 
your time to come in and say something and 
when it’s not.”

� “I have two boys now and work as a kitchen 
porter. The help I got made me better at 
being a Dad and keeping a job”



� Awareness: Awareness: Awareness: Awareness: Consensus there is a problem among 
key organisations

� Identifying SLC needs: Identifying SLC needs: Identifying SLC needs: Identifying SLC needs: Literacy – but not oral 
literacy

� Universal Provision: Universal Provision: Universal Provision: Universal Provision: Some examples of “Inclusive 
Communication” practice

� Targeted provision: Targeted provision: Targeted provision: Targeted provision: Some examples of training or 
adapting CJS rehabilitation programmes to SLCN

� Specialist SLT provision: Specialist SLT provision: Specialist SLT provision: Specialist SLT provision: 21 hours / week in 
Polmont, 8 hours / week Cornton Vale; only 156 
SLT contacts in 2011



� Awareness: Awareness: Awareness: Awareness: Far from universal

� Identifying SLC needs: Identifying SLC needs: Identifying SLC needs: Identifying SLC needs: Not consistently 
identified in screening tools

� Universal Provision: Universal Provision: Universal Provision: Universal Provision: Far from applying quality 
“Inclusive Communication” practice

� Targeted provision: Targeted provision: Targeted provision: Targeted provision: Not regularly adapting 
CJS rehabilitation programmes to SLCN

� Specialist SLT provision: Specialist SLT provision: Specialist SLT provision: Specialist SLT provision: drop in the 
ocean...28 hours / week for all Scotland’s 
offenders



Much, Much better

� AwarenessAwarenessAwarenessAwareness

� IdentificationIdentificationIdentificationIdentification

� Support and ProvisionSupport and ProvisionSupport and ProvisionSupport and Provision



Find out more:Find out more:Find out more:Find out more:
Read the evidence at 

http://www.rcslt.org/about/young_offenders_and_cri
minal_justice/communicating_justice_coalition

Talk to people who know about identifying and Talk to people who know about identifying and Talk to people who know about identifying and Talk to people who know about identifying and 
effectively manage  SLCNeffectively manage  SLCNeffectively manage  SLCNeffectively manage  SLCN

... Your local Speech and Language Therapy team, 
Communicating Justice Coalition Members

Help to raise awarenessHelp to raise awarenessHelp to raise awarenessHelp to raise awareness
Share what you have learned with others



Look out for launch of Look out for launch of Look out for launch of Look out for launch of 
““““The Box The Box The Box The Box ---- WhatWhatWhatWhat’’’’s it like to be insides it like to be insides it like to be insides it like to be inside””””

- free e-learning tool  from RCSLT
See http://www.rcslt.org/about/thebox/open

Use the tools already out there to help you Use the tools already out there to help you Use the tools already out there to help you Use the tools already out there to help you 
identify and respond effectively to SLCN identify and respond effectively to SLCN identify and respond effectively to SLCN identify and respond effectively to SLCN 

List available from the 

Communicating Justice CoalitionCommunicating Justice CoalitionCommunicating Justice CoalitionCommunicating Justice Coalition



Join the Communicating Justice Coalition  Join the Communicating Justice Coalition  Join the Communicating Justice Coalition  Join the Communicating Justice Coalition  
to;

� Learn Learn Learn Learn from speech, language and 
communication needs services from across 
the UK and the world.

� Campaign for improved speech, language and Campaign for improved speech, language and Campaign for improved speech, language and Campaign for improved speech, language and 
communication needs services communication needs services communication needs services communication needs services through out 
Scotland’s criminal justice system.

� Optimise the impact of speech, language and Optimise the impact of speech, language and Optimise the impact of speech, language and Optimise the impact of speech, language and 
communication needs services communication needs services communication needs services communication needs services and resources 
already “out there”.



Contact:Contact:Contact:Contact:

Kim Hartley, RCSLT Scotland Officer / 0131Kim Hartley, RCSLT Scotland Officer / 0131Kim Hartley, RCSLT Scotland Officer / 0131Kim Hartley, RCSLT Scotland Officer / 0131----
226226226226----5250 / 5250 / 5250 / 5250 / kim.hartley@rcslt.orgkim.hartley@rcslt.orgkim.hartley@rcslt.orgkim.hartley@rcslt.org

It’s free and you don’t have to come to 
meetings to join in!


